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Hunters Green Townhouse Cluster 

 

Window & Sliding Door Study 

Task- Hunters Green Fenestration Review and Recommendations 

Develop a townhouse window and sliding door standard which provides consistency and 

architectural harmony to be used by the Reston Design Association Review Board for approvals 

for projects in Hunters Green Cluster. 

Review of Existing  

Hunters Green Cluster, a townhouse development of118 houses built approximately 40 years 

ago, has experienced multiple variations of window and sliding door replacements in color and 

detail. As the complex has aged, the need to replace /upgrade windows and sliding doors has 

become essential to maintain the quality and value of the homes as well as increasing energy 

efficiency. However, there has not been a complete or effective set of criteria that guides the 

implementation of these replacement projects. The impact of the varied styles, configurations 

and details is a less cohesive esthetic, potential value consequence, and supports a more aged 

appearance. See the reference general character photos attached. 

 

The following illustrates specific window variations: 
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Multiple Colors  

      
Grey                                                              White 

     
Dark Brown                                                 Light Brown 

 
Black 
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Multiple Details 

   
Storm Window Applied Over Existing Windows –Deep Shadow at Horizontal 

   
Replacement Windows with Wide Head, Jamb, Sill & Mullions Overlapping Existing Wall 

Trim – creates heavy appearance 
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Varied Mullion Locations 

 
Three Vertical Divisions                      Original – One Vertical Division 

 

Varied Window Type 

           

    Full Casement - Vertical Mullion Dominant   Top Fixed / Lower Awning-Equal Mullions 

Although Hunters Green Cluster still retains a very homogeneous appearance, these 

fenestration inconsistencies are a detriment to that quality. As additional time passes, these 

issues will become greater without better guidance for homeowners. It is clear that better set 

of criteria is needed. 
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Recommendations 

Construction &Material 

Windows and sliding doors are available in vinyl, aluminum or vinyl clad wood, and all metal. 

My present recommendation to home owners would be aluminum clad wood, as it generally 

provides the most sustainable materials, provides an interior that can accommodate varying 

color needs, is easily maintained, and generally maintains its color. However, material or 

construction should not be specified as long as the final installation meets the approved new 

and existing criteria. 

Selections that are energy conserving should be encouraged. Data is available from each 

manufacturer that indicates thermal and infiltration qualities. 

Manufacturer 

It would be very effective if a single replacement window manufacture could be specified, 

however it does not seem to be achievable, as it limits the owner to find the product they 

desire. As long as the installation meets the approved new and existing criteria, I see no reason 

to limit choice. 

Color 

The color of the exterior window and sliding door frame members is a critical issue. For Hunter 

Green Cluster I recommend using the color of the roof trim, Cordovan Brown (Cabot Color). 

Cordovan Brown is a very deep brown with a slight red nature. Matching this color would likely 

only be achieved when recoating window and door frames with paint or with custom colors 

from manufactures in new installations. Custom colors tend to be expensive and probably not 

achievable. Manufacturers generally have standard colors in brown variations. My 

recommendation is to use Cordovan Brown as the core color, but to allow dark brown colors 

that are close if reviewed and approved by the Reston Association Design Review Board (RA 

DRB).  A set of manufacture approved colors should be available to the homeowner. Although 

this may cause some variations, a dark brown color reads similarly and should not affect the 

overall character of the cluster. Color submittals that vary widely (white, light or medium 

browns, grays) from the standard should not be allowed.  
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Architectural Detail 

 Mullion Configuration 

Replacement windows should have mullions in the same location as the original both 

vertically and horizontally. Horizontal mullions in the existing windows are generally 

more dominant than the verticals. In new installations, horizontal and vertical division 

could be equal in visual dominance; however the vertical divisions should not be larger 

and dominate.  

Overall dimensions of mullions, sills, heads, and jamb should exceed the existing 

window dimension as little as possible. This issue is particularly important on the large 

square window on the front of most homes.  

Differing window type, casement, sliding, awning, should be allowed as long as other 

criteria are met.   

Sliding glass doors should be full height glass, have no divisions, and have no decorative 

inserts. 

 Trim Surrounding Windows & Sliding Doors 

Essential to the appropriate continued visual consistency of the cluster is maintaining 

the original exterior wall trim that surrounds each window and sliding door. As indicated 

by the example photos, when vertical and horizontal wall trim is covered with the wide 

dark window trim, the result is a heavy appearance inconsistent with the architecture of 

the cluster.  It is recommended that no window trim should overlap the existing wall 

trim. A small reveal should be maintained between the window edge and the wall trim. 

Glass 

Glass is available in many tints and coatings. Although there is not any apparent significant 

variation within the Cluster, it would be prudent to specify the tint of window and door glass to 

assure consistency in the future. My recommendation is to require clear glass.  Energy 

improving coatings can be utilized (e-coatings, etc) that leave the appearance unchanged. 

Reflective coatings should not be allowed. 
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Implementation 

Correcting existing incompatible installations which have been approved by the Reston 

Association DRB will require owner agreement and likely will require a relatively long period of 

time. The most difficult task would be to revise installations that involve window replacements 

that overlap the existing wall trim or have changed the mullion location significantly. Technical 

solutions that modify the trim or mullion locations are challenging and difficult.  Changing the 

color of the frames is likely achievable, either existing frames or newer frames. Each owner 

could have the non compliant frames painted with a normal house painting effort or the cluster 

could arrange a single contract to revise the frames that need painting. 

 

Draft Proposed Window & Sliding Door Standard 

Window and Sliding Door Replacement or Modification Criteria for Hunters Green Cluster 

In order to provide a continuing homogeneous appearance within the Hunters Green Cluster, 

the following criterion applies when new windows or glass sliding doors are installed or 

modifications are made to windows and sliding glass doors: 

Color 

All exposed frames and structural members shall be Cordovan Brown (This is a standard Cabot 

color).  When repainting exiting windows or sliding glass door frames, Cordovan Brown should 

be matched. When new windows or sliding glass doors are being installed and an exact match 

cannot be achieved without custom color, a standard color in the dark brown range can be 

submitted for approval by the Reston Association DRB. The standard color must be close to the 

Cordovan Brown. The association will make available examples of approved manufacturer 

standard browns that meet criteria. Colors that deviate significantly will not be accepted i.e. 

White, light or medium browns, grey, or black 

Mullion Locations and Size 

Mullions in new windows shall be in the same locations as the original existing windows, both 

vertically and horizontally. 

The size of mullions, also including head, sill, and jambs, should match the size of the existing 

window frame as close as possible. Excessively wide frames will not be allowed. Vertical and 

horizontal mullions can be equal in width; however, in no case shall the any vertical mullion 

exceed any horizontal mullion. 
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Glass 

All glass in windows and sliding glass doors shall be clear glass. Energy conserving coatings        

(E glass) are allowed if they do not impact the appearance of the clear glass. No tinted or 

reflective glass will be approved. 

Surrounding Trim 

The existing wood trim that surrounds windows and sliding glass doors vertically and 

horizontally shall be maintained. In no case shall new windows or doors overlap existing wood 

wall trim. A reveal space between the existing wood trim and any projecting head, sill or jamb 

of a new window shall be maintained. 

 

Reference Character Photos 
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Respectfully submitted August 1, 2011 

Ted Sutherland AIA ACHA (emeritus) 


